This paper deals with the use of computer simulation aiming at more efficient production of the manufacturing system. In our case, the possibilities of use are demonstrated on a particular example from industrial practice. The purpose was to build up a model of the existing short barrel of the gun manufacturing line, and, especially, to propose a solution for increase of productivity, and to find bottlenecks of the system. The Witness simulation environment was used for modelling and subsequent simulation. On the basis of predefined requirements of the user, several simulation experiments were suggested. The results of these experiments have revealed non-economy and a very small passage ability of the existing system.
INTRODUCTION
The computer simulation of discrete events is becoming a necessary supporting instrument in making the operation of production systems more effective. Among other things, this is due to its capability of simulating and following up both stochastic and dynamic properties of individual processes, and thus predicting their behaviour. In the present so-called turbulent environment, any effective operation of the production systems cannot be achieved any more only by local optimization of individual parameters or subsystems. These are so interacting that it is not possible to solve them separately, and the whole system has to be considered globally, and the optimum of the system as a whole must be searched for. High dynamics, complexity and, as such, also insecurity at the solution of company tasks require more and more the use of such methods and such supporting means that allow a complex access to the design of production systems, as well as fast tests of a variety of different variants of the solution, and thus minimization of a risk of erroneous decisions. Therefore, a significant help is a complex dynamic analysis of the production systems by means of computer simulation. So, at the present time, the computer simulation is a necessary part of every large production process. With its help you can perform the simulation of real environment. If the process has been modelled correctly, the production simulation can be made for a few days or weeks in advance. This instrument gives the companies the possibility of operational planning at minimizing energies, inventories and labour. This paper deals with the simulation study of a particular manufacturing line, in our case this is the short barrel of the gun manufacturing line in a company producing the guns. The production process is described in detail in Section 2. This study includes an analysis of the current status of the plant, data collection, construction and verification of the model, and, in particular, a proposal and implementation of simulation experiments. The aim was to propose a solution for increase of productivity and to find bottlenecks of the manufacturing system. The simulation experiments were proposed on the basis of the predefined requirements of the user. The task was to determine an appropriate number of machines in individual workplaces, or, rather, to establish a correspondent number of shifts of the operation of these workplaces. The Witness simulation environment was used for the construction of the model and subsequent simulation. Basic information on this environment is to be found in Section 3. In this Section, the process of model creation in the Witness environment is outlined. Description of the proposed simulation experiments and evaluation of achieved results is presented in Section 4.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SHORT BARREL OF THE GUN MANUFACTURE
The machines used in the manufacture serve for machining the products in various production phases. These are, in particular, lathes, grinding and drilling machines. All these machines are machining only one product at a given moment. Thus, only one part enters the machine and a specific operation is carried out on it, and also only one part leaves the machine. Individual machines are arranged into groups. Each group forms a workplace to perform a certain operation. Every machine (except for one machine) is operated by one operator. For this reason, labour does not have to be considered in the model. machines in individual workplaces which are used in the system for machining the products, together with the number of shifts during which the workplace is in operation. Each workplace performs a certain operation. The product comes through some workplaces repeatedly, therefore one workplace carries out a few different operations. The manufacturing process is described step by step below, in Table. 3. Here is given the number of the workplace where a particular operation is made, and the time of individual operations. This data was provided by the operator of the plant from its planning system where the data for all machines are stored. The data collection was carried out in that workplace for a long time, hence we can consider this data to be very correct. So any further measurement directly in operation would be just waste of time. Products' handling in the production is made with the help of vehicles. Material handling is not controlled in real manufacture; this is done in case of emptying individual buffers. Time of material handling from one machine to another is minimal, as the distance is very short. Therefore we can say that the time of material handling is negligible. The manufacturing plant works in three-shift operation. Most workplaces are in two-shift operation, though (see Table 1 ). Overview of individual working shifts of the manufacturing system is shown in Tab. 2. In operation, maintenance of the machine is done on a regular basis. Thanks to this maintenance, faults occur on individual machines only exceptionally. Time of maintenance together with elimination of faults will take 3 % of machine time. The simplified scheme of the operation of the production plant is presented in Figure 1 . 
MODEL CONSTRUCTION IN WITNESS SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
For building up the model and subsequent implementation of the proposed experiments, it is possible to use a wide range of simulation programs and systems (Banks 2005) . The Witness system environment was available in this case. This system is offered by the Lanner Group and it contains many elements for discrete-part manufacturing. Witness models are based on template elements. These may be customized and combined into module elements and templates for reuse. The standard machine elements can be single, batch, production, assembly, multistation or multicycle. Other discrete modelling elements include multiple types of conveyor, tracks, vehicles, labor and carriers. The behavior of each element is described on a tabbed detail form in the Witness user interface. The models are displayed in a 2-D layout animation with multiple windows and display layers. Every operating workplace of the manufacturing line is modelled in the Witness environment with help of the element Machine of Single type. Parameters of each element are set by means of tabbed detail form. Quantity of machines in the particular workplace and cycle time are set up according to Table 1 and Table 2 . If a workplace carries out a few operations with a different cycle time, this parameter is considered as a variable. The value of this variable is then set up in the output rule of the buffer in front of the workplace concerned. Products' handling in the manufacture is performed by vehicles. These are modelled with help of the element Vehicle. These vehicles move along the predefined tracks (modelled by means of the element Track). In the simulation model, the handling is carried out at the moment when quantity of products in the buffer has decreased under a value of 3. Capacity of each buffer is 5000. As mentioned above, time of material handling from one machine to another is minimal. For creating the model of process of maintenance and fault in individual workplaces, an auxiliary element of Machine type is used, which takes care of fault generation (maintenance on individual machines of the particular workplace). Thus, each workplace has its fault generator. This solution is given by the fact that it is not possible to set up a fault only on one machine of the particular workplace which is just modelled by the only element. A fault (or maintenance, respectively) is generated by means of a new part (element of Part type), which at the input into the particular fault generator will cause a fault on the corresponding machine of that workplace. Time of fault (maintenance) is set up by means of the parameter Cycle Time of the fault generator. For generating a fault (maintenance), normal distribution is used. The parameters are chosen so that a fault (maintenance) occurs on each machine at least once a day.
In the model, working shifts are made with help of the element Shift. For purposes of the simulation, three oneweek shifts were created on the basis of Table 2 . The shifts were then assigned to the individual workplaces as per the number of shifts in which the particular workplace is in operation every day.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
After building up the model of the manufacturing line, the proposed model must be first verified. The verified model will be subsequently used for simulation experiments. As the system in view works in continuous operation, the model would have to be first filled with products in order to verify the model with the real system. This can be made in the Witness environment due to the parameter WarmUp Period. The value of this parameter determines the time when the followed-up statistics and variables are zeroized. The value WarmUp Period is set up to 172800 seconds, which corresponds to the time of 2 days. This time is sufficient for filling the whole model with products. Total time of simulation is 2 weeks (that means 2 days Warm Up, 12 days testing period). The Tables given below show the results of individual simulation experiments.
Simulation of the current status and verification of the model
One of the most important and difficult tasks facing a model developer is the verification and validation of the simulation model. There is a great number of verification, validation and testing techniques. It is possible to classify these techniques into four primary categories: informal, static, dynamic and formal (Banks 1998) . From the point of view of this terminology, only informal and static techniques were used. During the verification, especially percentage capacity utilization of individual workplaces and total production of the manufacturing line were monitored (see Table 4 ). The values of monitored characteristics are comparable to those of the real system. The Table 4 shows ineffective operation of this manufacturing system. More than half of workplaces are blocked. It is caused due to filling the buffers between individual workplaces (capacity of buffers is 5000). Busy time of most workplaces is less than 50%. Workplace of Honing is the critical point of system (busy time practically 100%, 3% maintenance).
Proposal of model parameters changes resulting in increase in production efficiency
The simulation experiments were suggested on the basis of the predefined requirements of the user: -It is possible to reduce the number of machines in individual workplaces -It is not possible to increase the number of machines in a workplace -It is possible to change the number of working shifts of individual workplaces
The task was thus to determine an adequate number of machines in individual workplaces, or possibly, to set up an appropriate number of working shifts of the operation of these workplaces. Numbers of modifications were gradually proposed for the present status of the manufacturing line. All the proposed experiments were simulated. Description and results of some experiments are presented below. Table 5 show that it is necessary to increase manufacturing capacity of Turning-Lathes-SV18 and Turning-Lathes -chambers. Solution to this problem is setting the working shifts of these workplaces in three-shift operation. Results of this simulation experiment are shown in Table 6 . More than treble Total production increase at the practically identical labour (80 labourers) is reached in this experiment. Blockage of the machine almost never occurs. Imperceptible blocking of the Turning-LathesLiberty comes about after one month simulation.
Experiment No.3
Experiment No.3 solves lower workload of TurningLathes -Liberty, workplace of grinding and workplace of Polishing-chambers. The number of Turning-LathesLiberty and grinding machines is decreased. The workplace of polishing-chambers is set in three-shift operation but the number of machines is reduced.
Results of this simulation experiment are shown in Table 7 . Five labour positions are saved compared to the previous experiment. Value of Total production is practically unchanged. Imperceptible blocking of the Turning-Lathe-Liberty comes about after two month simulation. 
Experiments Evaluation
On the basis of the results of executed experiments (see Table 5 , 6, 7, 8); we can say that Experiment No.4 is the best. Total production of manufacture is the highest and labour cuts (7 labourers) are achieved. However this experiment has a weak point which comes out after longer simulation time. Turning-Lathes-SV18 are blocked after 3 weeks. It is resulted from maximum busy time of Turning-Lathes-Fischer. From this point of view it is better Experiment No.3. Blockage of the machines almost never occurs. Imperceptible blocking of the Turning-Lathe-Liberty comes about not until after two month simulation time. Six labour positions are saved compared to the current manufacturing line. Value of Total production is practically comparable to Experiment No.4.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents possibilities of utilization of dynamic simulation when searching for reserves of the manufacturing systems. On a concrete example, utilization of the simulation Witness environment is demonstrated in the suggestions for increase of production efficiency in the company manufacturing the short barrels of the gun. On the basis of many simulation experiments, it was corrected bottlenecks of the current manufacturing line. Solution consists in elimination of some machines in the selected workplaces. For other workplaces, it was suggested to reduce eventually to increase the number of shifts of the operation. All the suggestions result not only in increase of manufacture production (in our case not less than 1000 pieces a day) but also in savings of labour and energies.
